Revolutionary Event-Tech Platform Eventcombo Announces
Return of Much-Awaited Flagship Event Eventicon 2022 Welcome to the Eventiverse™
Eventcombo is staging the second edition of its annual event, Eventicon 2022. The two-day
mega event is to be held on September 15 and 16 and will be host to some of the biggest
names in the event industry for discussions and exploration of the new era of Event Tech.

Welcoming thought leaders and industry disruptors, Eventicon 2022 is Eventcombo’s platform
inviting industry professionals and stakeholders to discover what's latest and trending in the
evolving events landscape, with a special focus on the Metaverse and NFTs.
This year combines an intimate, invite-only in-person keynote and networking experience with a
mega-inclusive virtual program for an asynchronous hybrid approach, hosting 25+ expert speakers
from global organisations like Microsoft, IBM, SAP, Infosys, Allseated, akire productions, Phyvital,
India Blockchain Alliance, and many more.
Jaya Janwani, Marketing Head of Eventcombo, says, “The Eventcombo team and I are very
excited to be able to announce our second edition of Eventicon. This year will focus on the
industry’s future, especially in the web3 space.

“From discussions on the latest tech innovations, trends, best practices, and concepts that are
reshaping the event industry, to networking with colleagues, clients, and partners and forming new
relationships, Eventicon 2022 promises to be an event you won’t want to miss!”
Attendees can expect:
•Engrossing Keynote Sessions
Industry experts and thought leaders will share valuable insights, views, and knowledge
about the transforming events ecosystem.
For instance, 'Metaverse: A deep dive into the ecosystem', by Sumithra Maran, Product
Manager, Microsoft
•Insightful Masterclasses (Certified Learning Hours)
Learn key concepts and deep dive into applications and trends for the next decade.
This includes a 'Metaverse Masterclass (Certified Learning Hours) - Exploring key

concepts, applications, and future trends', by Wesley Pabis, Chief Executive Officer,
Augmento.
•Engaging Panel Discussions
Learn about innovations and contributions that are enriching the events space through
engaging discussions by panels of experts, including insightful conversations on 'How
your NFT project can stand out in a crowded space' - with Christian Reza, Brand and
Marketing Consultant, Daniel Vaczi, CMO, Galaxis, Stephenie Bretonniere, Expert
Member, EU Tech Chamber (EUTECH), and Rahul Lodhe, Senior Director, SAP Artificial
Intelligence.
Activities will also occur throughout the two days, including a special DJ showcase and a
Mindfulness Meditation for an all-around innovative, thoughtful, and educational experience.
Jaya continues, “Eventicon attendees should also be on the lookout for an exciting sneak peek into
Eventcombo’s flagship product Eventiverse™ - which offers exciting features like configuring
events in the Metaverse, 3D avatars, NFT marketplaces, and much more!”
Alongside premium networking opportunities for businesses looking to expand their reach and
connections, sponsorship and exhibition opportunities are further promising aspects of this highprofile industry event.
Get your free tickets using the link here!

